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This paper discusses variations in tonal reflexes among Kam-Sui languages. 
This study, on the one hand, confirms the principle of tonal splits that is based on 
the voicing and laryngeal (glottalized and aspirated) properties of initial consonants. 
On the other hand, it reveals that these voicing and laryngeal features could have 
shuffled during the course of changes from Proto-Kam-Sui (PKS) disyllabic forms 
to modern monosyllabic forms. Such feature shuffling, which was conditioned by 
early accentual distinction and the voicing/lenition of intervocalic medial consonants, 
is responsible for complex tonal series alternation. The PKS onset and medial 
consonants reconstructed in this paper reflect the basic principle of tonal splits as 
well as account for the variations of tonal correspondences among modern dialects.  
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1. Introduction 

The Kam-Sui (KS) group of languages, a member of the Kra-Dai family, is spoken 
over a wide area from China’s Hunan, Guizhou, and Guangxi provinces to the bordering 
districts of northern Vietnam. Kam-Sui consists of several languages—namely, Kam, 
Mulam, Maonan, Sui, Mak, Then, and their varieties. Li Fang-Kuei pioneered research 
on some of these languages starting in the 1940’s (cf. Li 1943, 1948, 1965, 1966, 1968) 
and found that they show close affinity with Tai. Kam-Sui has an early tonal system 
which is similar to that of Tai—three proto-tones on syllables that end with a vowel or 
a sonorant (tones *A, *B and *C) plus an extra tone on syllables that end with a stop 
(tone *D).  

These early tones usually split into two series depending on the voicing of the 
initials. Tonal series 1 occur with early voiceless initials while tonal series 2 occur with 
early voiced initials. In some languages such as Kam and Mak, tonal series 1 may have 
further split into two sub-series based on aspirated versus unaspirated or glottalized 
                                                 
* I would like to thank James Harris and Jonathan Evans for reading and commenting on the 

final draft of this paper. All errors are mine. 
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features of the initials. These two sub-series may be distinguished by labelling them as 
tonal series 1æ versus tonal series 1. (See Table 1) 
 

Table 1 

Tonal series Initials at the time of tonal split  
 1æ Aspirated sounds (including fricatives and voiceless sonorants) 
 1 Glottalized sounds (including unaspirated stops and affricates) 
 2 Voiced sounds 
 

Examples of the tonal splits are given in Table 2. All words belong to PKS tonal 
class *A, which split into three series (1æ, 1, and 2) in Kam and Mak and two series in 
the others (1 versus 2).1 
 

Table 2 

 PKS Kam Mak Sui Maonan Mulam Then 
come *hm- maa 35 maa 13 ‘maa 11 maa 42 ‘maa 42 ---  
root *s- saa≥ 35 --- haa≥ 11 saa≥ 42 taa≥ 42 thaa≥ 13  
 
vegetable *÷m- maa 55 maa 24 ÷maa 11 ÷maa 42 maa 42 maa 13 
go *p- paai 55 paai 24 paai 11 paai 42 paai 42 paai 13  
  
tongue *m- maa 11 maa 31 maa 31 maa 231 maa 121  maa 35 
stomach *l- lo≥ 11 lo≥ 31 lo≥ 31 lø≥ 231 lø≥ 121 lo≥ 35 
 

In simple cases like those illustrated in Table 2, the tonal reflexes in all languages 
point to the same tonal series. However, for a number of KS vocabulary items various 
types of tonal disparity have occurred. For instance, in certain sets of words, some 
varieties may have forms reflexing tonal series 1 (indicating early voiceless initials) 
while the others have forms reflexing tonal series 2 (indicating voiced initials). It is 
such disparity on which we will concentrate our discussion in the rest of this paper, and 
problems concerning the reconstruction of PKS phones and forms will be explored.  

Table 3 provides for reference the modern reflexes of PKS tones. In the following 
sections the reflexes will be referred to by tonal classes and tonal series only. For 
                                                 
1 The representative Kam-Sui dialects are as follows: Kam (Rongjiang, Anonymous 1959), Mak 

(Libo, Li 1943, 1965), Sui (Li-Ngam, Li 1948, 1965), Then (Hui-Shi, Li 1965, 1968), Maonan 
(Xianan, Wang 1984), Mulam (Dayin, Wang and Zheng 1980). 
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example, in tonal class *A in Kam the forms maa 1æ ‘come’, maa 1 ‘vegetable’, and 
maa 2 ‘tongue’ are respectively cited instead of maa£∞, maa∞∞, and maa¡¡. Note that the 
*D tonal category further splits into DS and DL which indicate early short and long 
vowels, respectively. 

 
Table 3 

PKS tone Tonal 
classes series Kam Mak Sui Maonan Mulam Then 
  1æ  35  13  11  42  42  13 
   
*A  1  55  24  11  42  42  13 
   
  2  11  31  31  231  121  35 
  1æ  453  35  35  44  44  44 
   
*B  1  53  35  35  44  44  44 
  
  2  33  24  55  213  11  53 
  1æ  13  44  44  51  53  22 
   
*C  1  323  44  44  51  53  22 
  
  2  31  51  52  24  24  31 
  1æ  35  35  35  55  55  35 
   
*DS  1  55  35  35  55  55  35 
  
  2  21  31  52  23  12  31 
  1æ  13  44  35  44  42  22 
   
*DL  1  24  44  35  44  42  22 
  
  2  31  31  52  24  11  31 

2. Alternation of tonal series in Kam-Sui languages 

We have divided this main section into four parts to discuss: (§2.1) PKS stop 
onsets plus sonorant medials, (§2.2) obstruent medials, (§2.3) prenasalized obstruents 
and nasal onsets plus medials, and (§2.4) sonorant medials. 
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2.1 Stop onsets plus sonorant medials 
 

PKS has three established types of nasal initials: voiced (e.g. *m-), voiceless or 
preaspirated (e.g. *hm-), and preglottalized (e.g. *÷m-). Examples of these sounds have 
been provided in Table 2. All KS languages agree to having tonal series 2 for voiced 
sounds and tonal series 1 for the latter two non-voiced sounds. An additional complex 
sound *kæ-m- (suggesting early disyllabic structure) has also been noted in earlier 
studies (cf. Edmondson and Yang 1988 and Solnit 1988).  

This *kæ-m- usually merged with *hm- in most languages, but the velar *kæ- onset 
is clearly kept in some Kam dialects such as Longsheng (*kæ-m- > kæw-) or indirectly 
reflexed by the otherwise unexpected velar nasal in Rongjiang (*kæ-m- > ≥æw- > ≥w-1æ). 
The following three well-known Kra-Dai roots are cited. 
 

Table 4 

 Tones Kam (Ls) Kam  Sui Maonan Then 
dog *A kæwaa 1æ ≥waa 1æ ‘maa 1 maa 1 maa 1 
pig *B kæwuu 1æ ≥uu 1æ ‘muu 1 m˙u 1 muu 1 
flea *D kæwat 1æ ≥wat 1æ ‘mat 1 mat 1 mat 1 
 

There is a set of words with modern nasal initials, however, that diverts from all 
aforementioned patterns. For such etyma, most languages show identical reflexes with 
those of preglottalized nasals, but Then has tonal series 2 (indicating voiced nasals at 
the time of tonal split), and Maonan has initial reflexes that indicate voiceless nasals 
instead of preglottalized nasals.2 For these correspondences we have proposed elsewhere 
that PKS *k- plus nasal medials (Ostapirat 1994a) contrast with both preglottalized 
nasals and *kæ-m- above.3 Examples of PKS *k-m- (-m- is used to represent nasals in 
general) are given in Table 5.  
 

 
                                                 
2 For direct evidence that early Maonan has voiceless nasals, note the following forms in the 

Shangnan dialect: ‘naa A1 ‘thick’, ‘naa C1 ‘face’, and ’≤ee C1 ‘weep’. 
3 From a Kra-Dai perspective, this *k- has developed from early stop onsets at various 

articulations. For instance, ‘face’ Lakkja kj~‰ C1 (< k-j~a < *k-na); ‘thick’ Buyang (a Kra 
language) ta naa A2, Lakkja ts~a (< t-j~a < *t-na). Interestingly, for the words, ‘face’ and ‘thick’, 
a Then variety reported by Liang and Zhang (1995, hereafter Then(Lz)) shows the forms /raa 
C2/ and /raa A2/ respectively. This reflex r- would indicate the lenition of the early medial *-n-. 
However, for ‘river’ this dialect simply has /nj‰‰ A2/; perhaps the lenition was blocked by the 
palatal -j-. 
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Table 5 

 Then Sui Kam Maonan Tones 
bear, n. mii 2 ÷mii 1 mee 1 moi 1 *A 
ditch mjaa≥ 2 ÷mjee≥ 1 mjee≥ 1 --- *A 
thick naa 2 ÷naa 1 naa 1 naa 1 *A 
river njaa 2 ÷njaa 1 ≤aa 1 nii 1 *A 
face naa 2 ÷naa 1 naa 1 naa 1 *C 
snow, frost nuei 2 ÷nui 1 nui 1 --- *A 
worm --- ÷nun 1 nun 1 nuun 1 *A 
weep ≥ee 2 ÷≤ee 1 nee 1 ≤ee 1 *C 
 

The reconstruction of *k-m- was aided by evidence from Lakkja.4 For instance, 
Lakkja k~u:i¡ (< *k-m-) ‘bear, n.’ contrasts with Lakkja kh~u¡ (< *kæ-m-) ‘pig’. Evidence 
internal to Kam-Sui, however, already requires us to reconstruct a preceding syllable 
plus nasal medial to take care of the otherwise problematic tonal series correspondences 
among varieties. It is phonetically more reasonable to assume that the *k- onset would 
have been lost in Then (*k-m- > m- and thus tonal series 2), become ÷- in Sui (*k-m- > 
÷m-, parallel to *kæ-m- > ‘m-), or caused devoicing in Maonan (*k-m- > ‘m-, merging with 
*kæ-m- > ‘m-). Reconstructing any kind of a unit nasal initial will only add to the 
already loaded PKS nasal inventories and seems impossible to account for all of these 
variations.  

Table 6 summarizes the reflexes of these PKS nasals. (Note that I use *k'-m- 
instead of *kæ-m- in the Table; I will explain this choice shortly). 

 
Table 6 

  Then5  Maonan  Sui  Kam 
*÷m-  m-1 (<÷m-)  ÷m-1   ÷m-1  m-1 (<÷m-) 
   
*k-m- m-2   m-1 (<‘m-)  ÷m-1  m-1 (<÷m-)    
  
*hm-  m-1 (<‘m-)  m-1 (<‘m-)  ‘m-1  m-1æ (<‘m-)   
            
*k'-m- m-1 (<‘m-)  m-1 (<‘m-)  ‘m-1  ≥w-1æ (<kæm-) 

                                                 
4 The place of Lakkja in Kra-Dai remains controversial though scholars believe it to be closest to 

(or even part of) the Kam-Sui group (cf. Solnit 1988). For a different opinion, see Thongkum 
1992. We do not consider it as part of the Kam-Sui languages we are studying. 

5 Then (Lz) still keeps preglottalized nasal reflexes, namely, ÷maa A1 ‘vegetable’ (PKS *÷m-) 
and ÷na≥ A1 ‘have’ (PKS *÷n-). This indicates that PKS preglottalized and voiceless nasals (e.g. 
*÷m- and *hm-) have not yet completely merged in early Then. 
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At this point, some important questions should be raised. Why is it that, in Kam, 
the assimilation of place of articulation only occurs with *kæ-m- (> ≥w-1æ) and does not 
occur with *k-m- (> ÷m- > m-1)? And why has *k-(m-) been lost without a trace in 
Then, while *kæ-(m-) has been left with this expected voiceless feature on medial nasals 
as in other KS varieties? The presence or lack of aspiration, *k- versus *kæ-, does not 
seem to be phonetically relevant in causing such diverse changes. Moreover, simple 
aspirated stop initials otherwise are not reconstructed for PKS. It is thus doubtful that 
the aspirated kæ- of *kæ-m- is original. 

We would like to propose that the original distinction between KS *kæ-m- and *k-m- 
was one of accent. The first syllable of the former is accented while that of the latter is 
unaccented or weakly accented. We write them as *k'-m- (accented) versus *k-m- 
(unaccented), respectively. It is then phonetically plausible to assume that by the time 
of the tonal split the weakly-accented syllable was lost in such languages as Then (*k-
m- > m-2), while the stronger accented syllable was left with this voiceless feature on 
the following nasal (k'-m- > æm- > m-1). This regressive place of assimilation, 
conditioned by the preceding velar in Kam (*k'-m- > *kæ~w- > ≥æw-), can then be 
explained to have occurred only when the conditioning factor (*k'-) was strong. Thus, 
the velar stop was held long enough, as has been directly attested to in some Kam 
dialects (Table 4), to indicate a cause of the assimilation. According to this hypothesis, 
the aspiration of kæ- in *k'-m- is thus secondary, starting first as an allophonic feature 
accompanying *k- in accented penultimate syllables.  

I may also extend this hypothesis to explain the contrast between KS unaspirated 
and aspirated stop clusters. While simple aspirated stop initials may not be reconstructed 
for PKS, pairs of clusters such as *kl-/*kæl- and *kr-/*kær- are well-attested to. 
Following this hypothesis, I can now interpret such changes as *k-l- > kl- versus *k'-l- 
> kæl- and explain that the contrast of aspiration in these clusters came as a result of an 
earlier accentual distinction. Examples of these clusters are given in Table 7. 

 
Table 7 

 PKS Kam Mak Mulam Then Tones 
(*k-l->) *kl- kwaa≥ 1 †aa≥ 1 k©aa≥ 1 kaa≥ 1 *A bright 
(*k'-l->) *kæl- khwaan 1æ laan 1æ kh©aan 1 laan 1 *A grandchild 
(*k-r->) *kr- k˙i 1 †ai 1 k©˙i 1 kai 1 *B egg 
(*k'-r->) *kær- khaa 1æ †haa 1æ kh©aa 1 khaa 1 *A ear 
 

Unlike the case of stop onsets plus nasal medials, however, the clustering of stops 
and liquids seems to have already been completed by the time of PKS. The tonal 
correspondence of these clusters is simple and is regularly determined by the 
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voicelessness (aspirated or unaspirated) of the stop initials.  
The labial stop *p- may also occur as an onset when followed by a liquid. The 

liquids *-l- and *-r-, however, do not seem to be contrastive after labials. We write it 
with *-‡-. 

 
Table 8 

 PKS Kam Mak Mulam Then Tones 
(*p-l/r->) *p‡- pjaa 1 pjaa 1 p©aa 1 paa 1 *A rock 
(*p'-l/r->) *pæ‡- phaat 1 phjaat 1 ph©aat 1 phaat 1 *D blood 
 

The case of stop onsets plus -w- will be discussed in the following section, 
together with PKS *'-p-. 
 
2.2 Obstruent medials 

2.2.1 PKS labial stop medial 
 

The first set I will examine concerns the medial *'-p-. For etyma in this set, the 
initial reflexes cover a wide range from plain stop p-, voiceless fricative f-, voiced 
fricative v-, to approximant w-. All tonal series (1, 1æ, and 2) are also attested to.  
 

Table 9 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
seed wan 2 van 1æ wan 1 --- pan 1 *A 
tooth wen 2 --- wjan 1 fan 1 pjan 1 *A 
fire wii 2 v˙i 1æ wii 1 fii 1 pui 1 *A 
fly, v. wen 2 vin 1 win 1 --- p˙n 1 *C 
leaf waa 2 vaa 1 waa 1 faa 1 paa 1 *B 
 

The Shangnan dialect of Maonan has a voiceless spirant reflex ‘v- for these etyma, 
namely, ‘vi¡ ‘fire’, ‘vin£ ‘fly, v.’, and ‘va∞ ‘leaf’. This voicelessness explains why Sui has 
tonal series 1 despite its modern voiced initial, and why Mak has tonal series 1æ.6 

It is clear from the diversity of initial and tonal reflexes that between the PKS 
stage and the time of tonal split there must have been a process that caused stops to 
                                                 
6 Recall that Mak distinguishes tonal series 1æ from 1 only in tone class *A (cf. Table 3). Words 

taking other tonal classes thus simply show tonal series 1, which may occur with any non-
voiced initials. 
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become spirants, and that could also be accompanied by a certain degree of 
breath/aspiration. The intervocalic environment appears to be a most plausible cause for 
such diverse but related type of development.  

We may assume that in Kam the preceding syllable was lost very early. Thus, PKS 
*'-p- has become initial p-. In Then, *'-p- has become spirantized to ∏- > w- (with tonal 
series 2 according to the then voiced initial). The spirantized reflexes have been 
accompanied by breath/aspiration in such languages as Sui, Mak, and Maonan, and as 
already noted, to have been reflexed in Shangnan Maonan initial / ‘v-/ and in Mak tonal 
series 1æ. The progression of these changes may be illustrated in Table 10. 
 

Table 10 

 Tonal-Split stage Modern reflexes 
  Then ∏- w- 2 
  Sui ∏æ- > væ- w- 1 
 PKS  ---> Mak ∏æ- > væ v- 1æ 
 *'-p- Maonan ∏æ- > væ- ‘v- 1 
  Mulam π- f- 1 
  Kam p- p- 1 
 

There is a small set of words that shows a similar reflex pattern to that of *'-p-, but 
where Kam has an aspirated stop ph- instead of p-. We may suggest *h'-p- for these 
etyma. 
 

Table 117 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
high waa≥ 2 vuu≥ 1æ waa≥ 1 fo:≥ 1 phaa≥ 1æ  *A 
ashes (vuk 2) vuk 1 (vuk 1) --- phuk 1æ *D 
dust, earth (vun 2) --- (von 1) --- ph˙n 1æ *A 

 
This *h'-p- has to be further distinguished from *h'-w- in the following set (Table 

                                                 
7 Unless specially indicated, the parenthesized forms in all tables represent the following 

varieties from Liang and Zhang (1995): Then’s (Lz) in the Then column, Ai-cham in the Mak 
column, Sui (Lz) in the Sui column, and Northern Kam in the Kam column. The Maonan forms 
are also sometimes cited under the Sui column, and will be marked with the abbreviation (Mn). 
The cited forms have already been analyzed so that their reflexes correspond to the expected 
sounds in their representative dialects. For instance, Then (Lz) and Sui (Lz) v- regularly 
correspond to their representative Then and Sui dialects w-, and so on. 
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12) where Sui has f- instead of v-/w- (< -p-), and Kam has w- with tonal series 1æ 
(indicating early Kam hw-). Note that Kam has a palatalized variant j- when the reflex 
is followed by -j- (cf. ‘garden’).8 
 

Table 12 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
right (side) waa 2 phaa 1æ faa 1 faa 1 waa 1æ *A 
late wee 2 --- fee 1 f‰‰ 1 wee 1æ *A 
garden wjaan 2 fiin 1æ fjaan 1 fjen 1 jaan 1æ *A 
 

Table 13 lists examples of PKS *k-p-. As in the case of *'-p-, the first syllable 
disappeared and Kam simply shows p-. In Mulam *k-p- has become kw-, and in Then 
*k-p- > k-∏- (tonal series 2) > xw-.9 In Sui, the *k- onset influenced the medial, thus 
*k-p- > f- and contrasts with *'-p- > ∏æ- > v-.  
 

Table 13 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
rain xwen 2 vin 1æ f˙n 1 kw˙n 1 pj˙n 1 *A 
bamboo xwan 2 --- fan 1 kwan 1 pan 1 *A 
cloud --- vaa 1 faa 1 kwaa 1 --- *C 
millet (vj‰‰≥ 2) vii≥ 1 fjaa≥ 1 kwaa≥ 1 pjaa≥ 1 *C 
river bank --- va≥ 1 fa≥ 1 --- --- *B 
peach (va≥ 2) --- fa≥ 1 --- pa≥ 1 *A 
angry (vøøt 2) --- --- koot 1 paat 1 *D 
 

The following few examples may point to *k'-p- (with accented first syllable *k'-). 
The contrast with *k-p- is shown in the reflexes of Mulam’s khw- (< *k'-p-) versus kw- 
(< k-p-) and Then’s xw-1 (< kæ∏- < *k'-p-) versus xw-2 (< k-∏- < *k-p-).10 Recall the 
parallel case of Mulam’s reflexes kh©- (< *k'-r-) versus k©- (< *k-r-). The final example 
of ‘cotton’ is likely a loan, but the correspondence is interesting. 
                                                 
8 The words in this set have related Tai forms with initial *s- (e.g. Siamese /saai A1/ ‘late’, 

/suan A1/ ‘garden’). Some Tai dialects also show labio-velar features, namely Tho /swaai A1/ 
‘late’, /swaa A1/ ‘right (side)’. This extra-Kam-Sui evidence perhaps suggests that at least one 
source of PKS *h'- onset is *s (i.e. PKS *h'-w- < *s-w-). The same seems true for the previous 
set reconstructed with PKS *h'-p-; cf. ‘high’ Siamese /suu≥ A1/. 

9 Then (Lz) simply has v-2 (which is the same as its reflex of *'-p-) for Then xw-2, namely vun™ 
‘rain’ and van™ ‘bamboo’. 

10 Then (Lz) has f-1 for Then xw-1, parallel to its v-2 for Then xw-2. 
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Table 14 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
sheath (fak 1) vak 1(æ) fak 1 khwak 1 pak 1 *D 
dust, dirt xwen 1 v˙n 1 --- ---  *C 
cotton xwaai 1 --- faai 1 --- --- *B 
 

The last two sets in this section point to PKS *k-w- and (k'-w->) k'w-. The first 
sound *k-w- has become the cluster kw- in most languages, but Then has w- with tonal 
series 2. The reflex pattern resembles that of *k-m- which I discussed in §2.1 where Then 
has m- with tonal series 2 (the unaccented first syllable lost) while other languages have 
tonal series 1.11 

The latter sound, originally the accented counterpart *k'-w-, must have earlier 
become the clusterized *k'w- (similar to the clustering of k'-l- and k'-r- > k'l- and k'r- 
respectively). This accounts for Then’s xw-1 (merging with xw-1 < k'-p-).  
 

Table 15 

 PKS Then Mak Sui Kam 
axe *k-w- wan 2 kuun 1 kwaan 1 kwaan 1 *A 
spirit *k-w- wan 2 kwan 1 kwan 1 kwan 1 *A 
sweet *k'w- xwaan 1 khan 1æ faan 1 khwaan 1æ *A 
become *k'w- xwen 1 fin 1æ ˚in 1 khw˙n 1æ *A 
 

The reflexes of PKS sounds discussed in this section are summarized in Table 16. 
 

Table 16 

PKS Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*'-p- w-™ v-¡æ v-¡ f-¡ p-¡ 
*h'-p- w-™ v-¡æ v-¡ f-¡ ph-¡æ 
*k'-p- xw-¡ v-¡æ f-¡ khw-¡ p-¡ 
*k-p- xw-™ v-¡æ f-¡ kw-¡ p-¡ 
*h'-w-  w-™ f-¡æ f-¡ f-¡ w-¡æ 
*k'w-  xw-¡ f-¡æ f-¡ f-¡ khw-¡æ 
*k-w-  w-™ kw-¡ kw-¡ (kw-¡) kw-¡ 
                                                 
11 This *k-w- is contrastive with *kw-, for which the Then reflex is also kw-1 (not w-2). See 

‘hoe’, Then kwaak 1, Mak kuuk 1, Sui kwaak 1, etc. (This *kw-, however, seems to typically 
occur in early loans.) 
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2.2.2 PKS alveolar stop medials 
 

The intervocalic medial *'-t- has become voiced stop d- in Mak and Sui. This d- 
was earlier aspirated, as reflexed by Mak tonal series 1æ (parallel to *'-p- > Mak v-1æ). 
In Maonan and some Sui dialects the reflex is slightly prenasalized (nd-). 

Then has a spirant reflex z- but shows tonal series 1 instead of the expected series 
2 (cf. *'-p- > ∏- > w-, with tonal series 2). This indicates that there was a strong aspiration 
accompanying the reflex, i.e. *-t- > ‹æ- (thus tonal series 1) > z-. The palatalized variant 
†- in Kam is brought about by the influence of -j- (tj- > †-, cf. Sui dj-).12 
 

Table 17 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
we (incl.)13 zaau 1 daa 1æ daau1 h©aau 1 taau 1 *A 
trough --- dju:≥ 1æ --- --- (ta≥ 1) *A 
warm (riu 1) (dau 1) (ndu 1) h©oo 1 (tau 1) *C 
vomit zjaak 1 (du:k 1æ) (ndok 1)Mn h©ök 1 --- *D 
firewood zet 1 dit 1 dj˙t 1 --- †˙t 1 *D 
buy zei 1 dai 1 djai 1 h©ai 1 †˙i 1 *C 
dry field --- (djaai 1) (ndaai 1) h©aai 1 --- *B 
varnish (rak 1) (djak 1æ) (ndak 1) --- --- *D 
grasshopper zjak 1 dak 1 djak 1 h©ak 2-t †ak 1 *D 
tick (rip 1) --- --- --- †˙p 1 *D 
 

Another set of words shows the same reflexes as those of *'-t-, but Kam has th- 
instead of t-. We posit *h'-t- for these words.  
 

Table 18 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
body14 zen 1 dun 1æ d˙n 1 h©˙n 1 (˚˙n 1æ) *A 
low zam 1 dam 1 dam 1 h©am 1 tham 1æ *B 
short zen 1 din 1 din 1 h©˙n 1 th˙n 1æ *C 
                                                 
12 Then (Lz) has r- for Then z-, suggesting early fricative ‹- or retroflexed -. Parenthesized 

forms in the Mak column are from Ai-cham, a close variety of Mak. Ai-cham distinguishes 
tonal series 1æ from 1 not only in tonal class *A (as in Mak) but also in tonal class *D. 

13 Mak appears to have special truncated forms for some pronouns, in this case daa A1æ instead 
of daau A1æ. See also ‘we, excl.’, Mak dii A1æ instead of the expected diu A1æ (Sui ndiu A1, 
Kam †iu A1). 

14 Kam’s form is probably unrelated. It is likely a Chinese loan (cf. Mandarin /shen/). 
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The development of *'-t- and *h'-t- are parallel to that of *'-p- (Table 9) and *h'-p- 
(Table 11) as follows: 
 

Table 19 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ v- 1 f- 1 p- 1 
*h'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ v- 1 f- 1 ph- 1æ 
*'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 t- 1 
*h'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 th- 1æ 
 

In this connection, we may note PKS *'-Ð-, which merged with *'-t- in Then and 
Mulam (becoming z-¡ and h©-¡, respectively). It merged with PKS *Ð- in other 
languages. Recall that *Ð- normally becomes Kam, Then, and Mulam l-¡. Contrast: 
 

Table 20 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*Ð- l- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 l- 1 l- 1 
*-Ð- z- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 h©- 1 l- 1 
 

Kam tonal distinction between series 1 and 1æ in the following roots further 
suggests *'-Ð- > Ð- > l-¡ (the former two etyma) versus *h'-Ð- > hl- > l-¡æ (the latter two).  
 

Table 21 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
bone zaak 1 ÷dook 1 ÷daak 1 h©aak 1 laak 1 *D 
boat zjaa 1 --- (lwaa 1) --- loo 1 *A 
transplant zam 1 ÷dam 1 ÷dam 1 h©am 1 lam 1æ *A 
single --- ÷deeu A1 ÷daau 1 --- laau 1æ *C 

 
The correspondence in the pairs *'-t-/*h'-t- and *'-Ð-/*h'-Ð- are shown in Table 22. 

Note that in Then and Mulam reflexes are the same for all of these PKS sounds. Mak 
and Sui distinguish *'-t- and *'-Ð- by having d- (earlier aspirated dæ-) and preglottalized 
÷d-, respectively. In Kam, the contrast between unaspirated and aspirated reflexes t-¡ 
versus th-¡æ and (Ð->) l-¡ versus l-¡æ results from the influence of the first syllable *h-.  
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Table 22 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 t- 1 
*h-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 th- 1æ 
*-d- z- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 h©- 1 l- 1 
*h-d- z- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 h©- 1 l- 1æ 
 

PKS *'-t- may be preceded by *k-. We may reconstruct *k-t- and *k'-t- parallel to 
*k-p- and *k'-p- for the following two sets of words (Tables 23 and 24). The former (*k-t-) 
has become Mulam’s k©- and the latter (*k'-t-) has become Mulam’s kh©-. These 
changes are parallel to those of *k-p- (> Mulam kw-) and *k'-p- (> Mulam khw-). 
 

Table 23 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
satisfied tja≥ 1 ta≥ 1 tja≥ 1 k©a≥ 1 †a≥ 1 *B 
carry on  taap 1 taap 1 taap 1 k©aap 1 taap 1 *D 
shoulder 
break tak 1 tak1 tak 1 k©ak 1 tak 1 *D 
loom (tj‰‰k)  --- --- k©aak 1 --- *D 
wart --- --- tjuut 1 Mn k©ut 1 tut 1L *D 
 

Table 24 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
fart tet 1 tut 1 t˙t 1 kh©˙t 1 t˙t 1 *D 
head louse tiu 1 t˙u 1 tu 1 kh©o 1 taau 1 *A 
 

The example ‘die’ suggests PKS *p-t-. All representative dialects simply have t- 
for this root, but the Dawu dialect of Mulam has the form /p©ai 1/ indicating p©- < *p-t- 
(parallel to k©- < *k-t-). PKS *p-Ð- is also suggested for ‘navel’. (Recall that *Ð- has 
usually become l- in Then, Mulam, and Kam). 
 

Table 25 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
die tai 1 tai 1 tai 1 tai 1, (p©ai 1) t˙i 1 *A 
navel ljaa 1 ÷dwaa 1 ÷daa 1 lwaa 1 pjoo 1 *A 
  ljoo 1 
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Another candidate for *p-Ð- is ‘gall bladder’ where Kam shows labial onset p- and 
Sui has ÷d-. Mulam, however, has m©- with tonal series 1, indicating early Mulam 
preglottalized nasal. Compare: 
 

Table 26 

 Mulam Sui Kam 
gall bladder m©øø 1 ÷doo 1 poo 1 *B 
navel lwaa 1 ÷daa 1 pjoo1 ljoo 1 *A 
 

The Mulam reflex m©- contrasting with l- (< Ð) may suggest early KS accent 
distinction. That is, PKS *p'-Ð- > ∫-©- (glottalized feature of *-Ð- influenced *p- to 
become ∫- while the medial *-Ð- itself is spirantized to -r- > -©-), then ∫-©- > m©- (*∫- 
typically becomes Mulam (÷m->) m-1). For *p-d-, the unaccented first syllable is 
simply dropped; thus Mulam (Ð->) l-¡. 

If this is true, the word ‘die’ may be assumed to have an unaccented first syllable 
onset form *p-t- which has become the Mulam t- (parallel to *p-Ð- > Ð- > l-¡). The 
accented counterpart *p'-t- may be suggested for the word ‘full’ if we assume *p'-t- > 
Mulam’s p-©- > p©- (later > p- before -i-).15 Compare: 
 

Table 27 

 Mulam Sui Kam 
full pik 1 tik 1 tik 1L *D 
die tai 1 tai 1 t˙i 1 *A 
 

The development of these postulated sounds from PKS to Mulam may be shown as 
follows: 
 

Table 28 

 PKS Intermediate stages Modern Examples 
 *p-t- t- t- die 
 *p'-t- p-t- p©- full 
 *p-Ð- Ð- l- navel 
 *p'-Ð- p-Ð- > ∫©- m©- gall bladder 

 
                                                 
15 Mulam -©- is typically lost before -i-. See ‘water leech’, Mulam mi≥ A2, Kam mjin A2; but 

‘plant, v.’, Mulam m©aa A2, Kam mjaa A2. Both words go back to PKS *m'-‡- (see §2.3.3). 
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We will later see that the other PKS sounds of similar structure (labial onset plus 
alveolar medial) *m-t- and *m'-t- (§2.3) also show parallel changes: *m-t- > ‘nt- > ‘l- but 
*m'-t- > ‘m-©- > ‘m©-. 

It is noteworthy then that the interaction between first and second syllable onsets 
at different articulations could have led to different paths of development. Recall that 
the accentual distinction of the first syllable *k'- and *k- has resulted in aspirated 
versus unaspirated contrast in Mulam, thus *k'-t- has become kh©-, and *k-t- has 
become k©-. In the case of the first syllable *p'- and *p-, the accentual distinction has 
transformed to contrast between monosyllabic and disyllabic forms during the 
intermediate stage of the changes. 
 

Table 29 

 PKS Intermediate Stages Modern Examples 
 *p-t- t- t- die 
 *p'-t- p-t- > p-r- p©- full 
 *k-t- k-r- k©- carry on shoulder 
 *k'-t- kæ-r- kh©- head louse 
 

In other Kam-Sui languages, the first syllables of these PKS sounds with stop 
onsets *k(')-/*p(')- plus medial *-t- have simply been lost. 

The correspondences of PKS sounds discussed in this section are summarized in 
Table 30. 
 

Table 30 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 t- 1 
*h'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 th- 1æ 
*'-Ð- z- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 h©- 1 l- 1 
*h'-Ð- z- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 h©- 1 l- 1æ 
*k-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 k©- 1 t- 1 
*k'-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 kh©- 1 t- 1 
*p-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 t- 1, (p©-1) t- 1 
*p'-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 p©-1 t- 1 
*p-Ð- l- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 l- 1 p-(l-) 1 
*p'-Ð- l- 1 ÷d- 1 ÷d- 1 m©- 1 p- 1 
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2.2.3 PKS dental/alveolar sibilant medials 
 

PKS sibilant *s may occur in medial positions preceded by *k(')-. PKS *k'-s- has 
become Mulam kh©- (similar to *k'-t- > Mulam kh©-) but merged with *s- in other 
languages (loss of the first syllable *k'-). Compare Table 31 (*k'-s-) with Table 32 (*s-).  

This *s- must have been phonetically aspirated, as reflexed in Kam and Mak tonal 
series 1æ and perhaps also by Then initial th-. The representative Sui dialect generally 
has *s- > h- before low vowel *a and *s- > f- before the rounded vowel *u. Many Sui 
varieties show *s- > h- in all environment. 
 

Table 31 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
sour them 1 sum 1 fum 1 kh©˙m 1 s˙m 1æ *C 
early tham 1 sam 1æ (ham 1) kh©am 1 sam 1æ *A 
give thaai 1 saai 1æ (haai 1) kh©ee 1 saai 1æ *A 
armpit thaak 1 saak 1 (haak 1) kh©aak 1 saak 1æ *D 
 

Table 32 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
root thaa≥ 1 --- haa≥ 1 taa≥ 1 saa≥ 1æ *A 
pestle --- saak 1 haak 1 --- saak 1æ *D 
 

The Mulam reflex of *k-s- is also *kh©-, thus it is not useful in distinguishing *k-s- 
from *k'-s-.16 However, Kam distinguishes the two by having tonal series 1 for *k-s- (> 
s-¡) but tonal series 1æ for *k'-s- (> s-¡æ).17 
 

Table 33 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
intestine thaai 2 Âaai 1 haai 2 kh©a:i 1 saai 1 *C 
tail thet 2 Âut 1 z˙t 2 kh©˙t 1 s˙t 1 *D 
cord, belt (th˙i 2) Âee 1æ --- kh©ee 1 see 1 *A 
toss --- --- --- kh©øø 1 soo 1 *C 
 
                                                 
16 Lakkja seems to distinguish the two: cf. Lakkja /kjaai C1/ ‘intestine’ (PKS *k-s-) versus 

/khjom C1/ ‘sour’ (PKS *k'-s-). 
17 Some Kam dialects have ts- for this s-¡ < *k-s-, suggesting that the unaspirated or glottalized 

s- could have become an affricate in early Kam. 
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This medial *-s-, preceded by unaccented syllable (*k-s-), has also become voiced/ 
lenited to z- > th- 2 in Then and to ‹æ- > Â- 1æ in Mak. This reflex in Mak, accompanied 
by the usual breath/aspiration, contrasts with the fully voiced Â- (tonal series 2) reflexing 
*k'-z- in the next set of words (Table 34).  
 

Table 34 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
medicine thaa 2 Âaa 2 haa 2 k©aa 2 (haa 2) *A 
son-in-law thaau 2 Âaau 2 haau 2 k©aau 2 saau 2 *C 
granary thoo 4 (zuu 2) --- k©øø 2 soo 2 *C 
food --- (z˙u 2) zuu 2 Mn k©uu 2 --- *A 
(for a pig) 
 

The fine contrastive correspondences of *k(')- plus medials *-s- and *-z- can be 
summarized as follows: 

 
Table 35 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*k'-s- th- 1 s- 1æ s- > h- 1 kh©- 1 s- 1æ 
   
*k-s- th- 2 Â- 1æ z- > h- 2 kh©- 1 s- 1 
  
*k-z- th- 2 Â- 2 z- > h- 2 k©- 2 s- 2 
 

The example ‘give to’ points to PKS medial *-z- (no preceding syllable *k-). The 
reflexes in Kam, Mak, and Sui are the same as those of *k-z- (> z-) and *z-. The key 
reflexes are found in Mulam and Then. Compare the following forms in Table 36. 
 

Table 36 

  Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
give to *-z- (roon 2) (zun 2) (hun 2) ©un 2 sun 2 *C 
snake *z- thuei 2 Âui 2 fui 2 tui 2 sui 2 *A 
son-in-law *k-z- thaau 2 Âaau 2 haau 2 k©aau 2 saau 2 *C 
 

The sound in ‘give to’ could not be a simple initial *z- which would give Mulam t-
2 (parallel to *s- > Mulam t-1) and Then th-2. Mulam ©- 2 (< -r-) < *-z- shows the same 
medial spirantization that we have just seen for Mulam k©- 2 < *k-z-. Then (Lz) r- 2 
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also points to the medial spirantization of *-z- > ‹- > r-, while *z- and *k-z- (simple loss 
of *k-) have become z- > th- 2. Note the parallel development of PKS alveolar stop *t 
in similar environment (Table 37). 
 

Table 37 

 Then (Lz) Mulam 
 *-z- r- 2 ©- 2 
 *k-z th- 2 k©- 2 
 *z- th- 2 t- 2 
 *'-t- r- 1 h©- 1 
 *k-t- t- 1 k©- 1 
 *t- t- 1 t- 1 
 
2.2.4 PKS alveo-palatal and palatal sibilants 
 

The KS sibilant inventory has in additon to *s two pairs of fricatives and affricates 
at alveo-palatal (* «s- and *t«s-) and palatal (*«c- and *c-) articulations.  

Fricatives were presumably aspirated as reflexed in tonal series 1æ in Kam (and 
Mak for tone *A). This aspiration is sometimes retained in consonantal reflexes (e.g. 
*«c- [çæ] > Kam †h-¡æ, contrasting with *c- [tç] > Kam †-¡), but sometimes reflexed only 
by tones (e.g. *«s- [∆æ] > Kam ˚-¡æ and contrasting with *t«s- [t∆] > Kam ˚-¡). 

Most of the languages have merged some of these sounds. In Mulam, the alveo-
palatal pair merged in favor of fricatives (*«s- and *t«s- > Mulam s-). In Then and Sui, 
the palatal frivative (*«c-) also merged with the alveo-palatal pair of sounds, thus *«s-, 
*t«s- and *«c- all become s(j)-. In Mak, the contrast is only retained between †- (< *c-) 
and s- (< *s-, *«s-, *t«s- and * «c-). 

Examples are provided in Table 38. The glosses are respectively as follows: ‘root’ 
(*s-), ‘you, pl.’ (* «s-), ‘ask’ (*t«s-), ‘walk, cross over’ (* «c-), and ‘pick up’ (*c-).18 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
18 PKS palatals *c- and *«c-, however, do not go back to Kra-Dai sibilants but have developed 

from palatalized velar/postvelar sounds. For the words in Table 38, Siamese has /khaam C1/ 
‘cross over’ (Proto-Tai *x-) and /kep D1/ ‘pick up’ (Proto-Tai *k-). 
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Table 38 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*s- thaa≥ 1 (s-1æ) haa≥ 1  taa≥ 1 saa≥ 1æ *A 
  
*«s- sjeu 1 sii 1æ saau 1 saau 1 ˚aau 1æ *A 
  
*t«s-  sjee 1 saai 1 saai 1 saai 1 ˚aai 1 *C 
  
*«c- sjaam 1 saam 1 saam 1 tshaam 1 †haam 1æ *C 
 
*c- tsep 1 †ip 1 tsup 1 ts˙p 1 †˙p 1 *D 
 

PKS sibilant medials follow a similar path of development to PKS stop medials (*'-p- 
and *'-t-). Examples of *'-c-, *'-«c- and *'-s- are respectively listed in Table 39.  

 
Table 39 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
thatch grass jaa 2 jaa 1æ jaa 1 çaa 1 †aa 1 *A 
field dike jan 2 jan 1æ jan 1 çan 1 †an 1 *A 
 
body dirt (tsjee 2) Âaai 1æ zaai 1 --- †aai 1 *A 
 
wash zak 2 --- lak 1 --- sak 1 *D 
pillar za:u 2 Âaau 1æ laau 1 --- (hau 1) *A 
soup (riu 2) --- luu 1 h©oo 1 saau 1 *B 
rope --- Âaak 1 laak 1 (‘luk 1) --- *D 
 

The first syllable was typically lost in Kam, but note that the aspiration that 
accompanied fricatives (* «c and *s) when occurring as initials is muted. Kam reflexes of 
both *'-«c- and *'-c- have thus become identical, i.e. †-. (Compare this with the Kam 
reflexes of the corresponding initials: †h- < *«c- versus †- < *c-). The same is true for *'-s- > 
Kam s-1, contrasting with *s- > Kam s-1æ. This situation can be demonstrated in Table 40. 
 

Table 40 

PKS Initial position Kam Medial position Kam 
*s s- [sæ] > s- 1æ -s- > s- 1 
*«c «c- [çæ] > †h- 1æ -«c- > †- 1 
*c †- > †- 1 -c- > †- 1 
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The medials have become voiced spirants or approximants in such languages as 
Then, Mak and Sui. Then’s reflexes take tonal series 2 while Mak and Sui’s reflexes, 
accompanied by early breath/aspiration, take tonal series 1 (series 1æ for Mak). Mak has 
merged the alveolar and alveo-palatal fricatives (*-s- and *-«c- > Mak Â-). Note the 
similar merger of initials *s- and * «c- > Mak s-. Mulam has voiceless spirant or 
approximant. The correspondences can be shown as follows: 
 

Table 41 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*'-c- j- 2 jæ- > j-1æ jæ- > j-1 ç- 1 †- 1 
 
*'-«c- dz- > ts- 2 ‹æ- > Â-1æ æ- > z-1 (ç- 1) †- 1 
 
*'-s- ‹- > z- 2 ‹æ- > Â-1æ lÔæ- > l-1 h©- 1 s- 1 
 

The patterns of consonantal reflexes of these sibilant medials which range from 
plain stops to voiceless and voiced fricatives or approximants, as well as the variable 
breath/aspiration features and series of tones, resemble those patterns we have already 
described for *'-p- (cf. Table 10). See Table 42 for the development of PKS *'-c-. 
 

Table 42 

 Tonal-Split stage Modern reflexes 
 Then Ô- j- 2 
 PKS ---> Mak Ôæ- > jæ j- 1æ 
 *'-c- Sui Ôæ- > jæ- j- 1 
 Mulam ç- ç- 1 
 Kam †- †- 1 

 
As in the cases of PKS *'-p- and *'-t-, PKS *'- «c- may be preceded by *h- onset. 

The reflexes of PKS *h'-«c- are the same as those of *'-«c- in most languages, but Kam 
has aspirated †h- instead of †-.19 
 
 
 
                                                 
19 Then’s reflex /÷z-/ is unique to these two roots. The corresponding sound in Then (Lz) /ts-2/ is 

the same as its reflex of *'- «c- (cf. /tsaa C2/ ‘light’ and tsan /A2/ ‘heavy’, from early Then *dz- 
< *- «c-). 
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Table 43 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
light, a. ÷zaa 2 (zaa 1) zaa 1 çaa 1 †haa 1æ *C 
heavy ÷zan 2 Âan 1æ zan 1 çan 1 †han 1æ *A 
 

The contrastive correspondences of PKS *'-«c- and *h'-«c- are shown in Table 44, 
together with those of *'-t- and *'-p- versus *h'-t- and *h'-p-, to demonstrate the parallel 
development of these pairs of sounds 
 

Table 44 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*h'-«c- ÷z- 2 Â- 1æ z- 1 ç- 1 †h- 1æ 
*'-«c- (÷z- 2)  Â- 1æ z- 1 (ç- 1) †- 1  
*h'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 th- 1æ 
*'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 h©- 1 t- 1 
*h'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ v- 1 f- 1 ph- 1æ 
*'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ v- 1 f- 1 p- 1 
 

There are a few etyma that also point to PKS sibilant medials, but where Sui 
reflexes show tonal series 2 instead of tonal series 1. Contrast ‘body dirt’ (PKS *'-«c- > 
Sui z-1) with ‘night’ (PKS *-«c- > Sui s-2).  
 

Table 45 

 Mak Sui Kam 
body dirt *'-«c- Âaai 1æ zaai 1 †aai 1 *A 
night *-«c- Âaan 1æ saan 2 †aan 1 *A 
 

At the time of tonal split, the contrast of Sui tonal series 1 and series 2 in these 
words relied more on the presence or lack of the aspiration feature. When the first 
syllable was unaccented, the reflexes lacked aspiration. The result was a fully-voiced 
spirant (thus tonal series 2) which then further devoiced. When the first syllable was 
accented, the usual aspiration accompanied the reflexes. It was this aspiration that put 
the tones in series 1 and voided the subsequent devoicing process.  
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Table 46 

 PKS Spirantization Devoicing Modern Sui 
 *'-«c- æ-  zæ- 1 z- 1 
 *-«c- -  s- 2 s- 2 
 

For the relation between accent and aspiration, recall *k'-m- > Sui ‘m- and *k-m- > 
Sui ÷m-. Additional examples of sibilant medials with an unaccented first syllable are 
listed in Table 47. 
 

Table 47 

 Mak Sui Kam 
wash (head) *-t«s- Âuk 1 suk 2 ˚uk 1 *D 
left (side) *-«s- Âee 1 sjee 2 ˚ee 1 *C  
 

For the distinctive reflexes of *-t«s- and *-«s- see Then’s /tsuk D2/ ‘wash (head)’ 
and /sjee C2/ ‘left (side)’, respectively. The same merger of *t«s and *«s operates in Mak 
and Sui when the sounds occur as initials (see Table 38).  

Kam reflexes of *-t«s- and *-«s- are neutralized to /˚-/, with tonal series 1 indicating 
an unaspirated sound. In initial positions, *t«s- and *«s- are distinguished and have 
become Kam ˚- 1 and ˚- 1æ, respectively. This development is part of the neutralization 
of early medial fricatives and affricates in Kam that were discussed at the beginning of 
this section (cf. Table 40). 
 

Table 48 

PKS Initial position Kam Medial position Kam 
*«s «s- [∆æ] > ˚- 1æ -«s- > ˚- 1 
*t«s t«s- [t∆] > ˚- 1 -t«s- > ˚- 1  
 

Before leaving this sibilant section, I should mention other cases that show the 
same variable tonal series in Sui with respect to accent. Examples are given in Table 49 
(*-t- versus *'-t-), Table 50 (*-c- versus *'-c-) and Table 51 (*-k- versus *'-k-). 
 

Table 49 

 Then Sui Kam   
stone *-t- tin 1 tin 2 †in 1 *A 
we *'-t- zaau 1 daau 1 taau 1 *A 
 (Kam variant †- is conditioned by the following high vowel *-i-.) 
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Table 50 

  Then Sui Mulam  
crow, v. *C-c- jan 2 t˚an 2 can 1 *A 
field dike *'-c- jan 2 jan 1 çan 1 *A 
 

Note that Mulam has the stop c- for *C-c- and the fricative ç- for *'-c-. The stop 
reflex c- indicates that the first syllable has dropped off early, thus spirantization did 
not occur (*C-c- > c-, but *'-c- > ç-). 

Table 51 

 Mak Sui Mulam 
spit *-k- gaai 1æ t˚ee 2 cee 1 *A 
inside *‡'-k- haau 1 aau 1 hoo 1 *C 
rice20 *‡-k- h˙u 1 au 2 hu 1 *C 
sell *p'-k- †ee 1 qee 1 c‰‰ 1 *A 
excrement *C-k- †ee 1 qee 2 c‰‰ 1 *C 

Problems concerning the first syllable onsets (*‡-, *p- and *C-) will be discussed 
in the following section on PKS velar medials. 

The postulated sound changes in Sui are summarized in Table 52. The medials are 
shown to have become voiced/spirantized, with early accentual distinction (e.g. *'-t- 
versus *-t-) having transformed into contrast between (voiced) aspirated and unaspirated 
corresponding sounds (e.g. dæ- versus d-). The voiced aspirated sounds then took tonal 
series 1 (according to the aspiration feature) while the plain voiced sounds took tonal 
series 2. Devoicing then occurred, affecting only the plain voiced obstruents. The 
voiced aspirated counterparts, on the other hand, lost their aspiration and became plain 
voiced instead. Thus, d- has become t- 2, but dæ- has become d-1, and so on.  

When preceded by stop onsets (namely, *p- and *C-), only the medials that follow 
the unaccented first syllable were voiced (e.g. *p'-k- > k- > q-1, but *C-k- > g- > G- > 
q-2). PKS *k'-s- > Sui s-1 versus *k-s- > Sui (lÔ- >) z-2 (§2.2.3) are also part of this 
scheme. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
20 For ‘rice’, note Khmu, a Northern Mon-Khmer language, /r≥ko/. 
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Table 52 

 PKS Voicing/Lenition Devoicing Modern Sui 
 *'-t- dæ- dæ- 1 d- 1 
 *-t- d- t- 2 t- 2 
 *'-«c- æ-  zæ- 1 z- 1 
 *-«c- -  s- 2 s- 2 
 *'-c- jæ- jæ- 1 j- 1 
 *C-c- j- t˚- 2 t˚- 2 
 *-k- g- > j-/-e t˚- 2 t˚- 2 
 
 *‡'-k- ‡æ- ‡æ- 1 ö- 1 
 *‡-k- ‡- ‡- 2 ö- 2 
 *p'-k- q- q- 1 q- 1 
 *C-k- G- q- 2 q- 2 
 
2.2.5 PKS velar stop medials 
 

The first set of words in this section concerns PKS *s'-k-. 
 

Table 53 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
green jiu 2 j˙u 1æ ˚uu 1 h˙u 1 suu 1æ *A 
tooth --- j˙u 1 ˚iu 1 --- siu 1æ *C 
(canine) 
kill xaa 2 haa 1 haa 1 --- saa 1æ *C 
shoulder (©aa 2) haa 1æ haa 1 haa 1 saa 1æ *A 
lie on xam 2 --- ham 1 --- --- *C 
one’s stomach 
 

The medial velar stop *-k- has, as expected, become Then (©->) x-™. *(Then (Lz) 
still retains ©-, cf. /©aa A2/ ‘shoulder’ and /©aa C2/ ‘kill’). Before the high front vowel *-i-, 
the reflex has been palatalized to j- (‘green’, PKS *-iu, and ‘canine tooth’, PKS *i:u). 
This palatalization also occurred in Mak and Sui.  

In Mulam, *-k- has regularly become the voiceless spirant h- (parallel to f- < *-p-; 
ç- < *-c-, etc). For the preemption of the medial by the first syllable onset in Kam (*s'-
k- > s-1æ), see also the other cases such as *p'-k- > Kam p- (Table 55).  

The next set of words shows the same reflexes as those of the preceding set in 
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Then, Mak, and Mulam. Kam, however, has ö-2 (< ‡-). We tentatively write PKS *‡-k- 
for this set of words, considering this yet unidentifiable *‡- as some kind of smooth 
onset which may have developed from early voiced continuants/resonants. 
 

Table 54 

 Then Mak    1 Sui Mulam Kam 
inside xaau 2 haau 1 (‡)aau 1 hoo 1 aau 2 *C 
young chicken21 (©aa≥ 2) haa≥ 1 (‡)aa≥ 1 (≥aa≥ 1) aa≥ 2 *B 
 
rice xau 2 h˙u 1 au 2 hu 1 ou 2  *C 
 

The contrast between tonal series 1 (the first two items) and tonal series 2 (the last 
item) in Sui has been noted at the end of the previous section and is taken as reflexing 
an early accentual distinction, i.e. *‡'-k- (‘inside’ and ‘young chicken’) versus *‡-k- (rice). 
The reflexes in Sui dialects vary between ‡- and zero ö- for words with tonal series 1, 
and suggest the development of *‡'-k- > ‡æ- > (‡/ö)- 1 versus *‡-k- > ‡- > ö- 2.  

When preceded by syllable initial onset *p'-(k-), the correspondence shows a 
unique pattern of variations between labial p- and velar/post-velar k-/q-.  
 

Table 55 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
leg paa 2 kaa 1 qaa 1 kwaa 1 paa 1 *A 
horn paau 2 kaau 1 qaau 1 ku 1 paau 1 *A 
sell pee 2 †ee 1 qee 1 c‰‰ 1 pee 1 *A 
 

The first syllable initial *p- preempts the medial in Kam, thus *p'-k- has become 
p-. (The velar k- is weakly pronounced in Kam; initial *k- usually becomes Kam ö-). In 
Mak and Sui, the first syllable was simply lost and *p'-k- has become k- (later > Sui q-). 
In Mulam, the secondary labio-velar feature, probably having developed under the 
influence of the lost labial *p-, occurs before early low vowel -aa- (kwaa ‘leg’ and 
kwaau > kuu ‘horn’). Before front vowel(s), the reflex has been palatalized (kee > c‰‰ 
‘sell’).  

The medial *-k- can be assumed to have first become ©- in Then, thus *p'-k- > p-©- 
(tonal series 2 according to -©-). The sound later clustered to p©- then simplified to p-. 
                                                 
21 Mulam ≥- is somewhat irregular, but perhaps having arisen from the influence of the nasal 

final: *-kaa≥ > h~aa≥ > ≥aa≥ 1. 
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(For cluster simplification in Then, cf. *p‡- > Then p-; see PKS *p‡a: A ‘rock’, Then 
paa 1, Mulam p©aa 1). 

PKS *p'-g- can be posited for the root ‘dove, n.’. The consonantal reflexes are 
identical to those of *p'-k- (cf. ‘horn’), but tones belong to series 2 in all languages. 
Compare: 

Table 56 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
dove, n. peu 2 kau 2 qau 2 kau 2 pou 2 *A 
horn paau 2 kaau 1 qaau 1 ku 1 paau 1 *A 

In this connection, we should mention a couple of roots that may be reconstructed 
with PKS *k'-b- (‘sharpen’) and *k-b- (‘chaff, bran’).22 

The first syllable of *k'-b- has been lost in most languages, thus *k'-b- > b- > p- 2. 
Mulam, however, has retained the first syllable onset which clustered with the then 
spirantized medial: Mulam kw- 2 < *k'-b-.  

The reflexes *k-b- are identical to those of *k'-b- in Sui, Mulam and Kam, but 
Then and Mak show the spirantization of the medial *-b- (> -∏- > Then -w- 2 and Mak 
v- 2). This development in Then and Mak is parallel to that of medial *-p- (> ∏- > Then 
-w- 2 and > ∏æ- > væ- > Mak v- 1æ). Compare the reflexes of ‘sharpen’ (k'-b-), ‘bran’ 
(*k-b-) and ‘rain’ (*k-p-) in Table 57. 

Table 57 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
sharpen pan 2 pjan 2 pan 2 kwan 2 pan 2 *A 
   
bran xwaa 2 vaa 2 pjaa 2 kwaa 2 paa 2 *B 
     
rain xwen 2 vin 1æ w˙n 1 kw˙n 1 pj˙n 1 *A 
 
                                                 
22 It should be noted, however, that PKS does not typically have voiced stops in its inventory of 

native words. Voiced *∫- and *Ð- are implosive or glottalized and occur in basic Kra-Dai roots, 
while plain voiced *b-, *d-, and *g- are usually found in Chinese loans. Nevertheless, the 
earliest layer of Chinese loans seem to have already been integrated into PKS, and thus voiced 
stops can be considered part of PKS sound system. 

 In medial position, extra-Kam-Sui evidence indicates that these rare voiced stops may have 
developed from Kra-Dai nasalized stop medials, namely *-mp-. For ‘chaff, bran’, see Gelao 
/pau B1/, Paha /bwaa B1/, indicating early Kra *mp- (Ostapirat 2000). Together with Kam-Sui 
evidence, this may point to Kra-Dai *k-mp-. 
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The correspondences of these PKS sounds are summarized in Table 58. Note that 
the Kam consonantal reflex is p- for all of these sounds. The distinction is made only by 
tonal series which are determined by voicing of the early medials. Then has neutralized 
the voicing contrast of the medials and merged *p'-g- with *p'-k- (> p-©-) and *k-b- 
with *k-p- (> k-∏-).  
 

Table 58 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*p'-k- p- 2 (<p-©-) k- 1 q- 1 k- 1 p- 1 
*p'-g- p- 2 (<p-©-) k- 2 (<g-) q- 2 k- 2 p- 2 
*k-p- xw-2 (<k-∏-) v- 1æ w- 1 kw- 1 p- 1 
*k-b- xw-2 (<k-∏-) v- 2 p- 2 kw- 2 p- 2 
*k'-b- p- 2 (<b-) p- 2 (<b-) p- 2 kw- 2 p- 2 
 

The last set of words in this section is reconstructed with PKS *C(')-k-. The 
reflexes are the same as those of *p'-k- in Mak and Mulam (loss of the first syllable). In 
Sui, the initial reflex is also the same but tones are in series 2 (q-2 < G-) for the latter 
two etyma, suggesting proto-forms with unaccented first syllables. Kam reflex is ö- 2 
for the same words that Sui reflex has tonal series 2. Then has the usual voiced spirant 
reflex ©- 2 (except for ‘excrement’ where ©- is unexpectedly elided). We mark this set 
with PKS *C'-k- for the first etymon and *C-k- (unaccented first syllable) for the latter 
two. 
 

Table 59 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
knee (©˙u 2) kau 1 quu 1 koo 1 kwaau 1 *B 
bat (©oo 2) --- qoo 2 køø 1 oo 2 *A 
excrement ee 2 †ee 1 qee 2 c‰‰ 1 ee 2   *C 
 

The real value of *C- cannot be deduced from the Kam-Sui reflexes, though extra-
Kam-Sui evidence suggests a possibility that such words as ‘knee’ and ‘excrement’ 
could have had a first syllable initial *t-. See Biao’s /thiau B1/ ‘knee’ (< t-≈- < *t'-k-) 
and /thai C1/ ‘excrement’ (< t-≈- < *t-k-), and compare them with Biao’s /phaa A1/ 
‘leg’ (< p-≈- < *p'-k-). The development of these *C'-k- and *C-k- can be shown 
together with that of *p'-k- as follows: 
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Table 60 

 Then Kam Sui Biao 
*p'-k- p-2 (<p-©-) p-1 (<p-k-) q-1 (<p-k-) ph-1 (<p-≈-) 
*C'-k-<*t'-k- ©-2 (<t-©-) k-1 (<t-k-) q-1 (<t-k-) th-1 (<t-≈-) 
*C-k-<*t-k- ©-2 (<t-©-) ö-2 (<t-g-) q-2 (<t-g-) th-1 (<t-≈-) 
 

The word ‘crow, v.’ belongs also to this scheme and is reconstructed with PKS 
*C-c- (< *t-c-). Compare its reflexes with those of ‘excrement’: 
 

Table 61 

 Mak Sui Mulam Biao 
crow, v. *C-c- †an 1 t˚an 2 can 1 than 1 *A 
excrement *C-k- †ee 1 qee 2 c‰‰ 1 thai 1 *C 
 

Table 62 gives a summary of the correspondences of PKS velar medials discussed 
in this section. Then has generally spirantized *-k- > ©- (> x-2), with only the first 
syllable labial *p- left in its reflex. Mak, Sui, and Mulam reflexes are spirant or 
approximant when the first syllable onsets are continuant (*s- and *‡-). When the 
onsets are stops (*C- and *p-) they are lost, and the reflexes in these languages are 
simply stops. For Sui, the voicing of the medials have further occurred in PKS forms 
with unaccented first syllables (e.g. *‡-k- > ‡- > ö- 2 and *C-k- > G- > q- 2). In Kam, 
the onsets have often preempted the velar medials which are weakly pronounced in this 
language (cf. *s'-k- > Kam s-1æ and *p'-k- > Kam p- 1).  
 

Table 62 

PKS Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
*s'-k- ©->x- 2 h- 1æ h- 1 h- 1 s- 1æ 
*‡'-k- ©->x- 2 h- 1æ ‡/ö- 1 h- 1 ö- 2 
*‡-k- ©->x- 2 h- 1æ ö- 2 h- 1 ö- 2 
   
*C'-k- ©->x- 2 k- 1 q- 1 k- 1 k- 1 
*C-k- ©->x- 2 k- 1 q- 2 k- 1 ö- 2 
   
*p'-k- p- 2 (<p-©-) k- 1 q- 1 k- 1 p- 1 
*p'-g- p- 2 (<p-©-) k- 2 q- 2 k- 2 p- 2 
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2.3 Prenasalized obstruents and nasal onsets plus obstruent/sonorant 
 medials 

2.3.1 Prenasalized obstruents 
 

PKS *mp-, *nt-, *ns-(>nts-), *nc-, and *≥k-, may be respectively reconstructed for 
the following set of words (Table 63).  
 

Table 63 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam   
year ÷bee 1 bee 1æ bee 1 ‘m‰‰ 1 pee 1 *A 
male ÷baan 1 baan 1æ baan 1 --- paan 1 *A 
expensive --- bi≥ 1æ bi≥ 1 ‘mi≥ 1 --- *A 
moss, alga ÷dau 1 dau 1æ dau 1 ‘lau 1 tou 1 *A 
pond ÷dam 1 dam 1æ dam 1 ‘lam 1 tam 1 *A 
thorn (loon1<÷d) djun 1æ dun 1 ‘lyn 1 sun 1 *A 
steam, v. --- --- daau 1 --- saau 1 *C 
vine --- ∂aau 1æ jaau 1 ‘≤aau 1 †aau 1 *A 
bedbug23 (ji≥ 1) (∂i≥ 1æ) ji≥ 1 ‘≤i≥ 1 i≥ 1 *A 
hemp (©aan 1) gaan 1æ Raan 1 ’≥aan 1 aan 1 *A 
price --- gaa 1 Raa 1 --- aa 1 *B 
hold in mouth24 (©am 1)  --- (≥gam1) Mn  ’≥am 1 am 1 *A 
 

Sui agrees with Mak in having voiced initial reflexes (with prenasalized features in 
some Sui dialects and Maonan). These voiced initials, at the time of tonal split, must 
have been accompanied by breath/aspiration features which put the tones in Sui and 
Mak in series 1(æ). In Then, the sounds have typically developed into glottalized voiced 
stops (e.g. *nt- > n÷d- > ÷d-1).25 In Mulam, they have become voiceless nasals (e.g. 
                                                 
23 Reflexes of this word are identical to those of the preceding *nc- in most languages, but Kam 

ö- (<k-) instead of †- speaks for *≥k-. The palatalization apparently occurred in other 
languages under the influence of the high front vowel -i-. 

24 Reflexes of this word in some languages point to *÷≥-, Northern Kam ≥˙m 1, Sui ÷≥am 1, as if 
indicating two morphologically related roots. 

25 Then (Lz) reflexes correspond to the representative Then’s as follows: 
  Then Then (Lz) 

 *nt- ÷d- 1 l- 1 
 *nc- ÷j- 1 j- 1 
 *≥k- ÷g- > ÷-1 ©- 1 
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*mp- > ‘mp- > ‘m-), except in cases of alveolar stops and affricates (*nt- and *ns-) which 
have become (‘nt- >) ‘l-. (Note that *t- and *s- have also merged into Mulam t-). 

Note the interesting reflexes in Then and Mulam where original implosive/ 
glottalized voiced stops (*∫- and *Ð-) have developed into (glottalized) sonorants. For 
Then, the prenasalized stops have later brought back the glottalized voiced stops, whereas 
in Mulam the modern reflexes of PKS prenasalized stops have set up the contrast 
between voiceless and glottalized sonorants. 
 

Table 64 

 Then Mulam 
 *mp- ÷b-¡ ‘m-¡ 
 *∫- m-¡ < ÷m- m-¡ < ÷m- 
 *nt- ÷d-¡ ‘l-¡ 
 *Ð- l-¡ < ÷l- l-¡ < ÷l- 
 

The representative reflexes of PKS prenasalized stops and sibilants are as follows: 
 

Table 65 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
*mp- ÷b- 1 b- 1æ b- 1 ‘m- 1 p- 1 
*nt- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘l- 1 t- 1 
*ns- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘l- 1 s- 1 
*nc- ÷j- 1 ∂- 1æ j- 1 ‘≤- 1 †- 1 
*≥k- ÷g- > ÷- 1 g- 1æ ‡- 1 ’≥- 1 k > ö- 1 
 
2.3.2 Nasal onsets plus obstruent medials 
 

There is evidence that we need to distinguish the sequence of nasal onset + stop 
medial from prenasalized stop initials. The reflexes of the root ‘eye’ in all 
representative dialects, for instance, point to PKS *nt-. However, the Dawu dialect of 
Mulam shows a complex initial m©- (m©aa A1), which suggests the reconstruction *m-
t- instead of *nt-. This *m-t- further contrasts with *m'-t- (> Mulam ‘m©-) in such roots 
as ‘fragrant’ (recall that PKS *-t- has become Mulam *h©-, hence the change *m'-t- > 
‘m©- is quite straightforward).  

Compare the following roots reconstructed with PKS *nt- (‘moss’), *m-t- (‘eye’), 
and *m'-t- (‘fragrant’) respectively. 
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Table 66 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
moss ÷dau 1 dau 1æ dau 1 ‘lau 1 tou 1 *A 
eye ÷daa 1 daa 1æ daa 1 ‘laa 1, (m©-) taa 1 *A 
fragrant (laa≥1<÷d) daa≥ 1æ daa≥ 1 ‘m©a:≥ 1 taa≥ 1 *A 
 

This development of Mulam *m-t- > ‘l-¡ versus *m'-t- > ‘m©-¡ is parallel to that of 
*p-t- versus *p'-t-, which we have already discussed in §2.2.2. (The reflexes in 
parentheses in the Mulam column are from the Dawu dialect). 
 

Table 67 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
*m-t- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘l- 1, (m©-) t- 1 
*m'-t- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘m©- 1 t- 1 
*p-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 t- 1, (p©-) t- 1 
*p'-t- t- 1 t- 1 t- 1 p©- 1 t- 1 
 

PKS *m-p- and *m'-p- both need to be distinguished from *mp-. In Mak and Sui, 
the reflexes of these sequences *m-p-/*m'-p- are similar to those of PKS *'-p-; both 
show spirantized sounds (w-/v-) with tonal series 1(æ).  

In Mulam, the reflexes split: *m-p- has merged with *mp- > Mulam ‘m- but *m'-p- 
has merged with *'-p- > Mulam f-. In Then *m-p- has become (÷w- >) w-1, contrasting 
with *m'-p- (> '-p-) > w-2. 

Table 68 demonstrates the complex but fine distinction of these PKS sounds: *mp- 
(‘year’), *m-p- (‘straw’), *'-p- (‘fire’), and *m'-p- (‘day, sun’). 
 

Table 68 

 Then Mak Sui Mulam Kam 
year    ÷bee 1 bee 1æ bee 1 ‘m‰‰ 1 pee 1 *A 
straw  waa≥ 1 vaa≥ 1æ waa≥ 1 ‘maa≥ 1 paa≥ 1 *A 
fire wii 2 v˙i 1æ wi 1 fii 1 pui 1 *A 
day, sun26 wan 2 van 1æ wan 1 fan 1 man 1 *A 
 
                                                 
26 The representative Kam dialect shows a preemption of the medial by the nasal onset (*m'-p- > 

m-1), while the northern Kam dialect has /p˙n A1/ which shows a typical loss of the first 
syllable onset in Kam varieties (*m'-p- > p-). 
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The contrastive correspondences are shown in the following Table: 
 

Table 69 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
*mp- ÷b- 1 b- 1æ b- 1 ‘m- 1 p- 1 
   
*m-p- w-1 (< ÷w-) v- 1æ w- 1 ‘m- 1 p- 1 
   
*'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ w- 1 f- 1 p- 1 
  
*m'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ w- 1 f- 1 m- 1 
 

Examples of PKS *n'-s- and *n'-«c- are shown in Tables 70 and 71, respectively. 
Again, the reflexes of these nasal plus sibilant medials have merged with those of 
prenasalized sibilants in some languages and with those of the respective sibilant 
medials in others.  
 

Table 70 

 PKS Sui Mulam Kam 
thorn *ns- dun 1 ‘lyn 1 sun 1 *A 
  
warm *n'-s- duu 1 h©oo 1 saau 1 *C 
  
soup *'-s- luu 1 h©oo 1 saau 1 *B 
 

Table 71 

 PKS Mak Mulam Kam 
vine *nc- ∂aau 1 ‘≤aau 1 †aau 1 *A 
  
person *n'-«c- ∂in 1 ç˙n 1 (≤˙n 2) *A 
  
body dirt *'-«c- Âaai 1 --- †aai 1 *A 
 

The influence of accent on the development of the nasal onset plus obstruent 
medial sequence in modern dialects is somewhat complicated but systematic. Table 72 
traces the changes of these sounds from PKS to modern Mulam to demonstrate the 
accentual effect on modern split reflexes. 
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Table 72 

 PKS Intermediate stages Modern Mulam 
 *mp- mp- ‘m- 1 
 *m-p- mp- ‘m- 1 
 *m'-p- m-p- > m-π- f- 1 
 *'-p- -π- f- 1 
 *nt- nt- ‘l- 1 
 *m-t- nt- ‘l- 1 
 *m'-t- m-t- > m-‘r- ‘m©- 1 
 *'-t- -‘r- h©- 1 
 *ns- nt- ‘l- 1 
 *n'-s- n-s- > n-‘r- h©- 1 
 *'-s- -‘r- h©- 1 
 *n'-«c- n-ç- ç- 1 
 *'-«c- -ç- ç- 1 
 

There is yet another set of etyma where all KS reflexes point to a simple velar 
prenasalized stop *≥k-, but Kam has l- (tonal series 2) instead of the expected k > ö-1. 
We posit *l'-≥k- for these words. Kam has already shown a few cases where first 
syllable onset may have preempted the medial velar sound. See §2.2.5 for examples of 
PKS *s'-k- > Kam s-1æ and *p'-k- > Kam p- 1. 

In the following Table, I also list the word ‘hemp’ (PKS *≥k-) for comparison; the 
other roots are examples of PKS *l'-≥k-.27 
 

Table 73 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
hemp (©aan 1) gaan 1æ ‡aan 1 ’≥aan 1 aan 1 *A 
mushroom ÷aa 1 gaa 1æ ‡aa 1 ’≥a 1 laa 2 *A 
chin ÷aa≥ 1 gaa≥ 1æ ‡aan 1 --- laa≥ 2 *A 
pole ÷aan 1 gaan 1æ ‡aan 1 --- laan 2 *A 
 

Evidence from some Kam dialects suggest that medial *-≥k- may have been 
voiced to -g-, which later elided in the representative Kam dialect. For the three roots 
reconstructed with *l'-≥k-, the Tongdao dialect of Kam shows the following forms: qaa 
2 ‘mushroom’, qaa≥ 2 ‘chin’, and qaan 2 ‘carrying pole’. The development is probably 
                                                 
27 For ‘mushroom’, note Proto-Kra *l-ka A, confirming the early *l- onset. 
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as follows: *l'-≥k- > l-g- > l-ö- in the representative dialect, and *l-g- > g- > k-2 > q-2 
in Tongdao (*k- has become q-1 in this dialect). See also the northern Kam forms /a≥™/ 
‘chin’ and /an™/ ‘carrying pole’ (*k- has become ö-1 in this dialect). 

Table 74 gives a summary of the correspondences discussed in this section. 
 

Table 74 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
*m-p- w- 1 < ÷w- v- 1æ w- 1 ‘m- 1 p- 1 
*m'-p- w- 2 v- 1æ w- 1 f- 1 m- 1 
*m-t- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘l- 1, (m©-) t- 1 
*m'-t- ÷d- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 ‘m©- 1 t- 1 
*n'-s- (r-1) < ÷r- (d-1) d- 1 h©- 1 s- 1 
*n'-«c- ÷j- 1 ∂- 1æ z- 1 ç- 1 --- 
*l'-≥k- ÷- 1 < ÷g- g- 1æ ‡- 1 ’≥- 1 l- 2 
 
2.3.3 Nasal onsets plus sonorant medials 
 

Nasals may also precede liquid medials. The first set in this section shows etyma 
which can be reconstructed with PKS *m'-‡- (-‡- represents a liquid -r- or -l-, which is 
indistinguishable when clustering with a labial).  

The development in Then, Mak, and Sui show that an epenthetic voiced stop must 
have developed during the course of sound changes: *m'-‡- > mbæ‡- > bæj- > bj- 1(æ) in 
Sui and Mak and *m'-‡- > mb‡- > ÷b- 2 in Then. Recall that Sui and Mak usually 
developed breath/aspiration with prenasalized stops (e.g. *mp- > bæ- > b- 1(æ)) and 
Then developed preglottalization (e.g. *mp- > m÷b- > ÷b- 1). Kam and Mulam have 
simply clustered the sounds *m'-‡- > m‡- > m©- 2 (Mulam) or mj- 2 (Kam).28 
 

Table 75 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
ear of grain ÷baa≥ 2 bjaa≥ 1æ bjaa≥ 1 m©aa≥ 2  mjee≥ 2 *A 
chicken  ÷bai 2 bjai 1æ bjai 1 m©˙i 2 m˙i 2 *A 
louse  
carp ÷bai 2 (bjai 1) (mbjai 1) m©˙i 2 mj˙i 2 *C 
                                                 
28 Northern Kam forms show the liquid reflex, namely, ljee≥ 2 ‘ear of grain’, ljaa 2 ‘plant, v.’, 

(ma¢) lin™ ‘water leech’. However, this dialect, like other KS languages, does not keep the 
distinction between *-l- and *-r- after labials. Its reflex l- only attests for the liquid medial that 
could earlier be *-l- or *-r-. 
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plant, v. (baa 2) --- bjaa1 m©aa 2 mjaa 2 *A 
leech (water) ÷bi≥ 2 --- (mbi≥ 1) mi≥ 2 mjin 2 *A 
 

PKS *m-‡-, with unaccented first syllable, is reconstructed for the following words 
in Table 76. The reflexes in all representative languages are identical to those of *m'-‡-, 
except Sui's reflex which shows mj- 2 (< m‡- < *m-‡-) contrasting with bj- 1 (< bæ‡- < 
mbæ‡- < *m'-‡-).  

Table 76 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
knife (big) ÷baa 2 bjaa 1 mjaa 2 --- mjaa 2 *C 
late meal ÷baau 2 bjaau 1æ mjaau 2 --- --- *A 
 

The next set of words suggests PKS *≥'-l-. The sound changes resemble those of 
*m'-‡-, with an epenthetic stop having developed between the nasal onset and liquid 
medial in Then, Sui, and Mak. PKS *≥'-l- > ≥gæl- > ≤∂æ- > ∂æ- > ∂- 1æ in Mak; *≥'-l- > 
≥gæl- > ≥gæ- > gæ- > ‡- 1 in Sui; and *≥'-l- > ≥gj- > ÷j- 2 in Then. Note the similar 
palatalization or the drop of liquid medial of PKS *kl- in these languages: PKS *kla: C 
‘rice seedling’, Mak †ii C1, Sui kaa C1, Then kjaa C1). 

As in the case of *m'-‡-, Mulam and Kam have clustered the sounds, *≥'-l- > 
Mulam ≥©- 2 and *≥'-l- > Kam ≥w- 2. The Kam reflex ≥w- (‘saliva’) may represent the 
medial *-l- rather than *-r-. Note that PKS *kl- has become Kam kw- (e.g. kwaa C1 
‘hard’ < PKS *kla: C), but *kr- has become Kam k- (e.g. k˙i B1 < PKS *krai B).  

Table 77 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
saliva ÷jii 2 ∂ui 1æ ‡e 1 --- ≥wee 2 *A 
skin --- ∂aa 1æ ‡aa 1 ≥©a 2 --- *A 
 

The following word (‘crawl’) may tentatively point to *≥-l-. The reflexes in Then 
and Mak are the same as those of the preceding *≥'-l- (just as their reflexes of *m'-‡- 
and *m-‡- are the same), but Sui has l- 2. See also Maonan /≥goon A1/, which confirms 
the original velar articulation. 

Table 78 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
crawl (jøøn 2) ∂on 1æ lwaan 2 --- --- *A 
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The nasal onset *m- is also found preceding the medial *-n-. The following last 
two sets in this section are reconstructed with PKS *m'-n- (Table 79) and *m-n- (Table 
80) respectively. 

For these PKS sounds, Mak and Sui simply lost the first syllable, thus their 
reflexes of both *m'-n- and *m-n- have merged into n-2 and will not be discussed 
further. In Then, the nasal onset *m- left the preglottalized feature on the medial, and 
thus the reflex is in tonal series 1 (*m(')-n- > ÷n- > n-1). The postulated preglottalized 
nasal is confirmed by the Then (Lz) reflex; cf. Then (Lz) ÷njeen 1 ‘moon’, ÷nee 1 
‘weed’, and ÷nan 1 ‘body louse’. Recall that stops preceded by prenasalization are 
similarly preglottalized in Then (e.g. *mp- > ÷b-1).  

For *m'-n-, the *m- onset has preempted the medial in Kam, thus *m'-n- > Kam m-
2. For ‘bird’, the Dawu dialect of Mulam has the form /m©øk D2/, suggesting the 
change m©- < *m(')-n- (parallel to such cases as m©- < *m(')-t- in this dialect). 
 

Table 79 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
bird nøk 1 nok 2 nok 2 nøk 2  mok 2 
beard nuet 1 nut 2 njut 2 mut 2  mut 2 
 

PKS *m-n- is distinguished from the preceding *m'-n- only by the reflexes of Kam. 
For *m-n-, Kam has n- 1, suggesting an early preglottalized nasal ÷n-, as in Then. Again, 
the Dawu dialect of Mulam has m©- < *m-n- (e.g. /m©a:n 2/ ‘moon’ and /m©an 2/ ‘body 
louse’). 
 

Table 80 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
moon njaan 1 niin 2 njaan 2 njen 2 ≤aan 1 
flower nuek 1 --- nuk 2 --- nuk 1 
weed nee 1 nee 2 nee 2 --- ---  
louse (body) (÷nan 1) nan 2 (n˙n 2) nan 2 nan 1  
 

Table 81 summarizes the correspondences of PKS sounds with nasal onsets plus 
sonorant medials discussed in this section. 
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Table 81 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
*m'-‡- ÷b- 2 bj- 1æ bj- 1 m©- 2 mj- 2  
   
*m-‡- ÷b- 2 bj- 1æ mj- 2 --- mj- 2 
*≥'-l- ÷j- 2 ∂- 1æ < gj- ‡- 1 ≥©- 2 ≥w- 2 
   
*≥-l- ÷j- 2 ∂- 1æ < gj- l- 2 --- --- 
*m'-n- n- 1 < ÷n- n- 2 n- 2 n- 2, (m©-) m- 2 
  
*m-n- n- 1 < ÷n- n- 2 n- 2 n- 2, (m©-) n- 1 < ÷n- 
 
2.4 Sonorant medials 
 

PKS has a set of voiced sonorant initials which yield straightforward reflexes 
(with tonal series 2) in modern languages. Examples of *m- and *l- in Table 82 suffice 
to show this. 
 

Table 82 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
tongue maa 2 maa 2 maa 2 maa 2 maa 2 *A 
child laak 2 laak 2 laak 2 laak 2 laak 2 *D 
 

However, for some etyma such as those shown in the Table 83, Mak and Sui (as 
well as Maonan) have reflexes with tonal series 1(æ) instead of tonal series 2. We have 
proposed elsewhere (Ostapirat 1994b) that this tonal pattern indicates early breathy or 
voiced aspirated sonorants that merged with plain voiced sounds in some languages 
(Then, Mulam, Kam) but remained distinctive in others (Sui, Mak, Maonan).29 

Now, following what we have discussed so far about the development of PKS 
medial consonants, we have noted that the breath/aspiration feature was usually a by-
product coloring Sui, Mak, and Maonan reflexes during the voicing/spirantization of 
the intervocalic PKS medials, e.g. *-p- > væ- > v-1(æ). It is this breath/aspiration then 
that put their reflexes in tonal series 1(æ). Therefore, we may now suggest that, for such 
                                                 
29 For words in Table 83, the Shangnan dialect of Maonan usually has voiceless sonorant 

reflexes; see ‘maa≥ A1 ‘ghost, spirit’, ‘nam C1 ‘water’, ‘naa≥ A1 ‘bamboo shoot’, ¬˙m A1 
‘wind’, ¬‰‰ A1 ‘mark, v.’, hjaan A1 ‘house’, hjaa A1 ‘two’. 
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words in Table 83, the sonorants were originally medials, that is, *'-m-, *'-n-, *'-l- and 
*'-r- respectively. 
 

Table 83 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam  
hand mjaa 2 mii 1æ mjaa 1 njaa 2 mjaa 2 *A 
ghost maa≥ 2 --- maa≥ 1 --- --- *A 
water nam 2 nam 1 nam 1 n˙m 2 nam 2 *C 
bamboo shoot --- naa≥ 1æ naa≥ 1 naa≥ 2 naa≥ 2 *A 
wind zem 2 lum 1æ lum 1 l˙m 2 l˙m 2 *A 
mark, v. zee 2 lee 1æ lee 1 --- --- *A 
house zaan 2 Âaan 1æ ©aan 1 ©aan 2 jaan 2 *A 
two zaa 2 Âaa 1æ ©aa 1  ©aa 2 jaa 2 *A 
 

There is also another hint from Then which may support that these sounds were 
medials earlier. The Then reflex of what I now propose *'-l- is z-, contrasting with that 
of *l- (> l-). See the parallel development of PKS *'-t- > Then z- versus *t- > Then t-. 
Look at the following Table and note also the same pattern of tonal reflexes in Mak and 
Sui of PKS medials *'-l- and *'-t-. 
 

Table 84 

 Then Mak Sui  Kam 
 *l- l- 2 l- 2 l- 2 l- 2 
 *'-l- z- 2 l- 1æ l- 1 l- 2 
 *'-t- z- 1 d- 1æ d- 1 t- 1 
 

To close this section, we summarize the contrastive correspondences of reflexes of 
various types of PKS nasals in Table 85 (/m/ is used to represent nasals in general). 
PKS *hm-, *k'-m-, *÷m- and *k-m- have been discussed in §2.1. Note that the breath 
accompanying the Sui reflex (*'-m- > mæ- > Sui m- 1) has to be distinguished from the 
voiceless feature of *hm- > (Sui ‘m- 1). 
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Table 85 

 Then Mak Sui  Mulam Kam 
*m- m- 2 m- 2 m- 2 m- 2 m- 2 
  
*'-m- m- 2 m- 1æ m- 1 m- 2 m- 2 
  
*hm- m- 1 m- 1æ ‘m- 1 ‘m- 1 m- 1æ 
 
*k'-m- m- 1 m- 1æ ‘m- 1 ’≥-/‘m- 1 ≥w- 1æ 
 
*÷m- m- 1 m- 1 ÷m- 1 m- 1 m- 1 
   
*k-m- m- 2 m- 1 ÷m- 1 m- 1 m- 1 

3. Summary 

Most of the correspondences that show variations of tonal series among KS 
languages point back to early disyllabic forms. Within an individual language, the tonal 
splits usually follow the basic principle that is based on the types of initials described in 
the Introductory section. The problems arise when the forms are compared across 
dialects, and the sounds deducible at the time of tonal split in one or another variety do 
not always agree in terms of voicing or laryngeal properties of the initials. It is thus 
important to remind ourselves to distinguish the proto-stage from the intermediate stage 
when tones were split in each language.  

These points can be shown by reconsidering the reflexes of PKS *'-p- reproduced 
from Table 10: 
 

Table 86 

 Tonal-Split stage Modern reflexes 
 Then ∏- w- 2 
 Sui ∏æ- > væ- w- 1  
 PKS  ---> Mak ∏æ- > væ v- 1æ 
 *'-p- Maonan ∏æ- > væ- ‘v- 1 
 Mulam πæ- f- 1 
 Kam p- p- 1 
 

Look at the postulated sounds at the stage of tonal split, we understand why each 
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language has assigned the tonal series the way it did. Tonal series 2 in Then reflex the 
voiced sound ∏-, tonal series 1(æ) in Mak and Sui reflex the early breath/aspiration 
quality (still evident in Maonan), and so on. All simply follow the basic types of tonal 
splits.  

On the other hand, it is also clear that the voicing and laryngeal features we 
postulate from such tonal evidences cannot always be pushed back to PKS. Both voiced 
and breath/aspiration features in this exemplary case were not direct transfers from the 
same features in PKS, but have developed secondarily through the spirantization of the 
medial during the period prior to the tonal split stage. 

If we roughly divide the period between PKS and modern dialects into four stages 
as depicted below, the tonal split evidences will only take us back to the third stage.30 
 
I. PKS  >  II. Intermediate Stage  >  III. Tonal Split Stage  >  IV. Modern Stage 
 

Throughout this paper I have devoted its pages to tracing back the diverse changes 
and describing the important and relevant mechanisms that were involved in shaping 
the sounds between the PKS (Stage I) and the Tonal-Split (Stage III). These 
mechanisms are intricate yet systematic; are diverse but relatable; and comprise 
interlocking details. Readers are referred to the main section for discussions on detailed 
development. In this summary, two main forces may be emphasized:  
 

1. The monosyllabicization of early disyllabic forms: C-C- > C(C)- 
2. The voicing/spirantization of medial consonants 

 
The second operation was apparently contingent upon the first. Only if the forms 

remain disyllabic (i.e. unaffected by the monosyllabicization) that the voicing/spirantization 
of the intervocalic medials could have occurred. Thus, any Kam-Sui language may have 
started to divert from each other through this bifurcated changes of syllable structure.  
 
 Stage I Stage IIa Stage IIb 

 PKS *(C)-C- ---> (C)-C- voicing/spirantization 
  --->  C- no voicing/spirantization 

 
                                                 
30 Remember that we are talking about the complex sounds of a disyllablic nature. In the case of 

PKS monosyllabic forms, the simple initials deducible at time of tonal split may be directly 
pushed back to PKS, e.g. p- 2 < b- (Tonal-Split stage) < *b- (PKS stage) or m- 2 < m- (Tonal-
Split stage) < *m- (PKS). 
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The first type of development (disyllabic > disyllabic) may be illustrated by Mulam 
in Table 87, and the second type (disyllabic > monosyllabic) by Kam in Table 88: 

Mulam 

Table 87 

 PKS (I) (IIa) (IIb) Tonal-Split Stage (III) 

 *k'-p- kæ-p- > kæ-w- khw-  
 *k-p- k-p- > k-w- kw- 
 *k'-t- kæ-t- > kæ-r- khr- > kh©- 
 *k-t- k-t- > k-r- kr- > k©- 

Kam 

Table 88 

 PKS (I) (IIa) (IIb) Tonal-Split Stage (III) 

 *k'-p- p- p- p- 
 *k-p- p- p- p- 
 *k'-t- t- t- t- 
 *k-t- t- t- t- 

Two main conditions may have further determined whether PKS disyllabic forms 
would be monosyllabicized: 

1. The places and manners of articulations of onset and medial consonants 
2. The accentual distinction of the first syllable in disyllabic forms 

Table 89 shows the case of Mak where the first syllable with onset *k(')- was lost 
when followed by medial *-t-, but retained when followed by medial *-p-. This illustrates 
how the interaction between the places of articulations of onsets and those of medials 
may have affected the syllable reduction. 

Mak 

Table 89 

 PKS (I) (IIa) (IIb) Tonal-Split Stage (III) 

 *k'-p- ()-p- > ()-∏æ- væ- > v-1æ 
 *k-p- ()-p- > ()-∏æ- væ- > v-1æ 
 *k'-t- t-  t- 
 *k-t- t-  t- 
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The case where monosyllabicization was conditioned by early accentual distinction 
is demonstrated by Mulam in Table 90. Examples show that only the forms with accented 
first syllables (PKS) remained disyllabic (Stage IIa) and were subjected to voicing/ 
spirantization of medial consonants (Stage IIb). 

Mulam 

Table 90 

 PKS (I) (IIa) (IIb) Tonal-Split Stage (III) 

 *p-t- t-  t- 
 *p'-t- p-t- > p-r- pr-  > p©- 
 *m-t- mt- > ‘nt- ‘‘l- 
 *m'-t- m-t- > ‘m-r- ‘mr-  >  ‘m©- 
 

In addition to the role it played in syllable reduction, accent had an effect on the 
development of breath/aspiration features in a number of Kam-Sui languages. We have 
already seen in Table 87 that the accented first syllables may have brought about onset 
aspiration (e.g. Mulam kh©- < *k'-t- versus k©- < *k-t-). Also, the presence or lack of 
secondary breath/aspiration, as occurred in Sui (Table 91), may have had repercussions 
later on changes that led to the distinction of tonal series and consonantal devoicing.  
 

Table 91 

PKS (I) Voicing/Lenition (IIb) Tonal-Split Stage (III) 

*'-t- dæ- dæ-  >  d- 1 
*-t- d- d- > t- 2 
*'-«c- æ-  zæ- > z- 1 
*-«c- -  z-  > s- 2 
*'-c- jæ- jæ-  > j- 1 
*C-c- j- j-  > t˚- 2 
*‡'-k- ‡æ- ‡æ-  > ‡/ö- 1 
*‡-k- ‡- ‡-  > ö- 2 
 

Accent is perhaps a novelty for a language group whose members are nowadays 
mainly monosyllabic. The diversity of modern consonantal and tonal reflexes, however, 
have already spoken for the proto-language that hosted a good number of disyllabic 
roots. It is not so surprising then for the disyllabic forms to be distinguished by accent, 
and for PKS to have a sound system that includes accent among its inventories. 

Consonants that may occur as the first syllable onsets are more limited than those 
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that may occur as initials of the final syllables. The following sounds have been discussed 
in this paper. 
 
 p C k 
 m (n) ≥ 
  s  h 
  l, ‡ 
 

The voiced implosives are missing from the above onset inventory. From a Kra-
Dai perspective, we see that they could have become other sounds at the PKS level. For 
instance, Tai evidence reveals that Kra-Dai *∫- onset (plus *-l- medial) has developed 
into PKS *m-(n-). Examples of PKS *m-n- are provided in Table 80 and include such 
roots as ‘moon’ and ‘flower’; for Tai, see Saek blian A1 ‘moon’ and bløøk D1 ‘flower’ 
(Proto-Tai *÷bl-). 

The voiceless stop onsets do not typically co-occur with the medials of the same 
articulations. For instance, *k- may occur with the medial *-t- or *-p-, but not *-k-, 
while *p- may occur with the medial *-t- or *-k-, but not *-p-. Both of them may occur 
before early liquid medials, then become clusters (e.g. *kl- and *kr-). 

The grave nasals *m- and *≥- may occur before liquid medials. Among the nasals, 
the labial *m- is most prevalent and can occur with stops (*-p-, *-t-), nasal (*-n-), as 
well as liquids (*-l- and *-‡-). As having been noted, PKS *m- onset may have other 
origins in addition to Kd *m-.  

The onset *s- has so far been reconstructed only before velar *-k-. It is 
complemented by *h- which has occurred with such sounds as *-p-, *-t-, and *-«c- (but 
not *-k-). It remains to be seen if this seemingly complementary distribution of *s- and 
*h- is accidental. We have noted that some of the forms reconstructed with PKS *h- 
(*h'-p- and *h'-w-) seem to be related to the Tai forms with initial *s-.  

Resonants have rarely been found at first syllable onset. Phonetically, they are of 
course weaker than the other kinds of consonants (obstruents and nasals), thus have 
been more easily dropped off under monosyllabicization. The onset *l- is reconstructed 
in one case preceding velar *l'-≥k-, and *‡- (a source of which could be resonants) is 
also posited before velar *‡(')-k-. The limited co-occurrence seems to resemble that of 
*s-. Perhaps, at least some of what reconstructed as PKS sonorant medials (*'-m-, *'-n-, 
*'-l- and *'-r-) could have been earlier preceded by resonants.  
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